Motion for Board Consideration

PRNC Board Meeting
January 15, 2020

Motion: Discussion and possible action to approve up to $600 to participate in “2020 Town Hall on the New Sex Ed Curriculum, K-12” with additional Neighborhood Councils (Northridge West, North Hills West, Granada Hills North) Saturday, February 29th, 2020 sometime between 10:00 AM – 02:00 PM window in Sam’s Café

Proposed by: Mihran Kalaydjian [Education Committee]

Description: The purpose of the “2020 Town Hall on the New Sex Ed Curriculum, K-12” is to promote transparency, communicate information about curricula and allow community members to ask questions and provide feedback to LAUSD, so that parents and LAUSD may make an informed decision about the education of our children.

The venue will be located in North West Valley and able to accommodate 300-500 persons. Possible venues include Granada Hills HS Highlander Hall, Nobel Middle School MPR, New Horizon’s Sam’s Café, and others to be determined.

Program Logistics: The Town Hall will be a 2-hour 15-minute public event. A panel of speakers will be invited to present the new LAUSD Curriculum on Sex Ed, information about parental rights, medical accuracy of sex ed information, the impact of Sex ed on children and the community, and curriculum alternatives that comply with CA state law. Each speaker will receive an allotted time to present their information, followed by questions from the community guided by a moderator, and open public comment and questions.

Benefits to PR: To bring awareness, promote transparency, communicate information about the curriculum and allow community members, parents to ask questions and provide feedback to LAUSD. This will help our community, schools to be informed about the details and the materials of such sensitive and important curriculum.

Is this a Time-Sensitive Motion (Yes/No)? Yes

If the answer is “Yes”, please explain: Event is on its way of planning.